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ABSTRACT 
This paper is a continuation of our paper [3] in Linear Algebra A$. Another 
new lower bound for the Perron root o of an irreducible nonnegative matrix A is 
obtained. It imporoves the bound of Frobenius [4] that w is greater than the greatest 
main diagonal element. In particular, if A is symmetric, then w is greater than the 
sum of the greatest element of A plus the arithmetic mean of the two smallest main 
diagonal elements. 
The different bounds for the Perron o are of interest mostly from a 
theoretical standpoint. If such a bound for a numerically given matrix is 
needed, then it is often of little value to compare bounds obtained by 
different methods. It may be more important how easily the bound is 
obtained than how exact it is. Instead of the given matrix, any similar matrix 
may be used. 
It follows from the proofs of the first author of this paper for the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem [2] that w can be computed successively by 
multiplying different rows by suitable constants and dividing the correspond- 
ing columns by these constants. In this way bounds can be obtained as 
exactly as needed. While in the original papers the constants were chosen so 
as to obtain convergence, this is not necessary here. In an interesting recent 
paper by G. A. Hall and T. A. Porsching [5] a new bound is proved. As an 
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example they use the matrix 
2 1 3 4 
p= I 0 4 0 3 2 0 4 0 1 1 2 1 I 
and obtain 
6GoC7.123 (I) 
by their method. 
This result is compared with other bounds. In comparing it with the 
paper [l], it would have been better to use Theorem 1 of that paper for P 
transpose. Using the method of [2], we multiply the first row and column of 
P by $ and Cj, respectively, and the fourth row and column by 5 and i, 
respectively. It follows that instead of (l), 
6.4 < w < 7, (2) 
and this can be improved further using our method. 
In Paper I [3] we proved 
THEOREMS. Let A = (aii) be an irreducible nonnegative square matrix of 
order n > 2. We set 
Pi = x aii 
j#i 
and 
(3) 
Then 
o>minM(i,j). (4) 
It follows that if all muin diagonal elements are zero, we obtain 
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where r1 and rz are the two smallest row sums. 
In this paper we will prove 
THEOREM 2. Let A satisfy the same assumptions us in Theorem 1. For 
all pairs i, j with i # j we set 
M*(i,j)=i( nii+a,f[(aii-aj~)z+~aiiaji]1’2) 
Then 
w>maxM*(i,j), (6) 
that is, w is greater than the vertices of all the ovals 
(x-aii)(x-ail)=aiiaii (i,j)=l,2,...,n; l#j). 
Although M (i, j) > M*(i, j), Th eorem 2 is often better than Theorem 1. 
We have to compute min M (i, i), but in Theorem 2 each M*(i, j) gives a 
lower bound for w. It is sometimes sufficient to consider some of the values 
(3), and this is helpful in particular for large values of n. As an example we 
use the matrix 
I 
1 1 2 
A=2 13 
12 3 5 
of Marcus and Mint [6]. They obtain 
5.162 < w < 9.359, (7) 
while the actual value of w to four significant figures is 7.531. From Theorem 
2 we obtain as lower bound 
w>3+ Vi3 >6.6. 
Again these bounds can be improved by the method of [2]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For aiiaii =0 the statement follows from w > maxaii. 
We can now assume that uiiaji # 0. We consider the ith and jth equations of 
the corresponding system of linear equations for any i and j. Since A is 
irreducible, not all the elements a,, and aiV with u # i and v # i can be zero. 
Assume, for instance, that the element ui,#O. Since we may assume that all 
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the X” are positive, it follows from the ith and jth equations that 
(w - a&, > uiixj, 
(w - Ujj)Xi > ujixi (since ujP#O). 
(8) 
Multiplying these inequalities and dividing by xixi, we obtain 
(w- uii)(w- Uij) > uiiuji. (9) 
Hence w must lie in the exterior of this oval. On the other hand, o must lie 
on the real axis. This oval may be doubly connected. But o cannot lie 
between a,, and uij, since o >max(uii,ujJ. Hence w must be greater than the 
greatest vertex of the ovals (9): 
Cd>$ Uii+Ujj+ [(Uii-Ujj)2+4uijuji ( 
l/2 
I I 
. 
This proves (6). I 
COROLLARY. If A is symmetric, then w is greater than the sum of the 
greatest off-diagonal element ujj and the arithmetic mean of the two corre- 
sponding muin diagonal elements u,,,aij. 
Proof. If uij = G is the greatest off-diagonal element, then uji = G and 
w > G + i(aii + ujj) by (5) and (6). n 
THEOREM 3. If A is an irreducible nonnegative matrix with determinant 
(A(, and the term ulV,a2ve* * . a,, of the expansion is not zero, then the Perron 
root w satisfies the inequality 
(o- ull)(w-aaz2). . . (0-d) alY,u2Y2-. a,,. (10) 
Proof, We consider the n inequalities 
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Since (viva. f. v,,) is a permutation of (12 . . . n), we obtain (10). 
For positive matrices, Theorem 2 can be improved a little. Instead of (8) 
we write 
(o- uii)xj=ujixj+ x uj,x”=uiixi+x,c uip;. 
v#i 
v#i vfi ’ u#i 
Multiplying and dividing by xi+ we obtain 
There exist lower bounds for all the quotients x,/x, and X,/X, of such a 
matrix. It was proved by A. Ostrowski [B] that L, = m/M is such a bound, 
where m and M are the smallest and the largest element of A. Moreover, 
Ostrowski [7] showed that La= m/(R - r+ m) is another such bound (and 
another proof for this was given by the first author of this paper [l]), where 
R and r denote the greatest and smallest row sums, respectively. He 
improved L, as follows [l]: 
L,= 
-R+++[[(R-T)~+~~‘~‘]~‘~ 
2m” 
where m” is the smallest off-diagonal element of A. Replacing the quotients 
X,/X, and x,/xi by L = max(L,, L,)and setting 
Pzi a,, = Pi; and Pzi uj,, = Pii, 
u#i v#i 
we obtain instead of (6) 
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